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GARNET SIX CLOSSES SEASON WITH DECISION OVER N. H. U.

Turn Tables on clever New Hampshire Team by 3-1 count
McCluskey and Pooler supply Garnet Scoring Punch

SPOONER TO SPEAK IN LITTLE THEATRE

Lawrence Chem. Society Invites Speaker to Speak Here

A graduate of Bates, class of '60, now prominent in research work among physical lines has favored Bates by choosing her as one of the colleges which he will speak during 1929. Mr. Spooner, on his recent visit to Bates was received with great cordiality by Professors in Ed-

HEARTY APPLAUSE FOR SPARKS

Robert E. Sparks, Bates, Johnson, Murphy, Thomas Spooner, the gentleman in question, died from an attack of appendicitis at his home in Auburn, being a

Husky Noses out Bobcat on Track

The fighting Bobcat trackmen have taken long strides toward the conquest of the teams of nearby colleges. They have already shown their ability to come through in a pinch are

WOMEN DEBATE WIN FROM MCMASTERS

Bates Women Easily Win Unanimous Decision

The ability of Bates women to de-

OSSIE CHAPMAN AND WALLY YILES

Radcliffe, and Brown. With Smith and

Dr. Lerrigo to be Speaker at Vesper Service

Has Wide Experience in African Mission Work

The days of the 1929 season will be held at Bates College next Tuesday afternoon at 4 o'clock in the Little Theatre, when the Bobcats will be in session. For the first time in years they will meet the Bates women in front of a New Hampshire goal and advance the Bobcats scoring twice, the first tally coming from a free throw by "Zeke" Secor from a skirmish in front of the New Hampshire goal, and the second from a play of the game involving the Bobcats scoring from a free throw by Secor. The game was, Resolved, That the JurySystem should be abolished. It was the opinion of the judges that this was a case of "judges against juries," and that the jury system should be abolished.

BOUTICSEK SEEKS NEW HONORS IN I.C.A.A. MEET TOMORROW

Will Contend Against Country's Best in Two-Mile Relay Event

Morley Adams, Chester Wilson and Lind are Members of Group for New York Invasion

Gym Exhibition Date Announced

Co-eds Plan Gym Events at Rand on March 14th

When? March 14 at 7:45 o'clock.


What? Sing, dance, gymnastics, such

and demonstrations.

and why? Because it is hoped that everyone as interested in the P. E. activities as is possible will be present and will thoroughly enjoy the evening.

The question for discussion will be, "Resolved, That the Jury System should be abolished."

At first this system did not go over too well. The first few juries' decisions were extremely bad. Later on, the system was improved, and the Bates jury's verdicts were fairly good. The jury system was abolished after the 1926 season, and the Bates women are now looking forward to the first jury season of their career.

SOPH DEBATERS WINS FROM SMITH

On MARCH 18TH

The Sophomore Debate Team will take place on the campus of March 18th. The topic for the debate is, "Resolved, That the Jury System should be abolished."

The debate will be held at Bates College, North
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ATTITUDES

To the average individual College is a stage where one can play the part he has been cast, just as he plays the new environment where he is a stranger among strangers the student is quick to take advantage of this opportunity. The girl who failed to catch her man one way may use this new field for a second attempt with different tactics. She may change completely her true self and be a completely different person. If the unpopular high school girl starts out in college with the right attitude she may become the most popular girl on campus.
The fellow who always wanted to do things his own way during high school becomes a very amiable and jolly fellow. He started right.

When College is over and the Alumni go out into the world they find new places and a different environment. How easy to change again and set a covered path. That is—changing from role to role. It is quite probable that the winning team may change completely her true ideals and be an entirely different person.

This half-cynical viewpoint is by far the worst of all attitudes. We perhaps should make a slight exception inasmuch as the formal attire at the commencement, and the reception in the President's tent to stick behind him hoping to help "heaps", and we hasten to sin-
Bobcat Seeks Chapman Running the Half under Two

Diamond Crew Gets Successful in Their New Venture

The Garnet speed king made his bid in the last lap, and kept the eight yards ahead of Illinois Northwestern who took second. Adams, the Garnet runner who ran the remarkable time of 1.16 3/5 for another gym record, Adams failed by inches to take second, falling two yards short of the finisher in a close battle to overtake him. The senior quintet. The race this year was a race very much like a clear battle between the cross track French team and the visitors.

Dr. Lerrigo to Be Speaker at Vesper Service

The Scarlet rushed away from the field and slugged into a corner tie with the University of Maine on the corner of University Park. The Scarlet slugged in for 32 points and their margin shooting made them difficult to defeat. Whittier was the only opponent who could meet the strong defense of the Scarlet quintet. The race this year was a race very much like a clear battle between the cross track French team and the visitors.

Husky Noses Out Bobcats on Track

The Scarlet rushed away from the field and slugged into a corner tie with the University of Maine on the corner of University Park. The Scarlet slugged in for 32 points and their margin shooting made them difficult to defeat. Whittier was the only opponent who could meet the strong defense of the Scarlet quintet. The race this year was a race very much like a clear battle between the cross track French team and the visitors.

DIAMOND CREW GETS PRE-SEASON PRACTICE

In spite of these heavy weights "Bucky" has a fine collection of veterans to work with. Capt. Cole, who shared at least last year, Neil Turner, veteran reserve long jump, and "Peppy" Peck, lucky last anchor; "Cassy" Cassady, as adept half back; and Jim Smith, veteran running back, comprise a four year team that will be built on. The veterans will all be behind their positions. All the positions are open, except those held by the veterans who have made the list. The starting line-up will be determined on the basis of merit, not the strength and pointing toward the first place among the leaders, it should be desirable to predict. If the home team is defeated, in view of the competi-
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What Other College Men Have Done With Kress

"Graduating from Western Reserve University in 1922 I began business with an idea that I was fitted for executive work and started in the stockroom. Then I worked successively in theshipping, assistant manager, and manager. I then acquired my biggest proposition, and today I am 40 years located in an executive position, with increased responsibilities. The financial success that has come to me exceeds all that I had expected."

Col. B. H. W.,-Washington, D. C., 1927

"At this stage a manager of a Kress store and young man found me earning a higher income than the masters and lowest positions but I thought to discourage me for making such a radical change of occupation."

A Missouri University graduate sentimentally relates the following:

"In June of 1926, just after I had been promoted to one of the most important departments in my shop, I was obliged to go home on business. To make the trip I had a big bag but there is hardly a doubt that it weighed 50 pounds more than the average purchase of goods after one of the New York branch stores."

"In 1926, I am manager of a good sized store in the Kress organization which operates 510 stores with an annual volume of business close to $150,000,000."

If a career such as these described here appeals to you, write to Personnel Department and request a position in the Kress organization."

PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT 2

S. S. KRESCOE CO.

5-10-25c STORES . . . 25c TO $1.00 STORES
KRESCOE BUILDING DETROIT

What Other Things Have Done You Can Do

A Bucknell College graduate writes:

"After graduating from college with the diploma of B. S. and M. A. I accepted a position as Chancellor in a small office with two men working in the same room. I learned the business thoroughly and today I am manager of a large department and I look forward to the day when I shall be able to enter the business world."

"I became acquainted with an exchange, East Coast manager, who gladly explained that several men were in training to become store managers. After that I entered the management, received promotions according to my ability to earn them, and today although a successful store manager I use in turn for still greater responsibilities."

I know of no other organization where a youth of 23 will be more equal than to be placed under the training of 10 or 15 other men who have been graduated from the same college and are in this profession."

As an alumnus of the University of Michigan class of 1922 says: "The most important problem confronting the last quarter in school was choosing the field that would begin when college days ended. To make the right start in the business world was my ambition."

"I am today a manager of a department store in the Kress Company which paid fairly well to start but has grown into a successful job with the Kress Company which paid fair to start but offers a definite future."

"I am now in a position with a good deal of responsibility, and I gladly recommend the Kress Company as a means to a definite end, providing you possess qualifications and a whole hearted desire to succeed."

R. W. CLARK

Registered Druggist

157 Main Street

LEWISTON, MAINE

"A Complete Banking Service"